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own experience: If we stared the learning process and materials, that are implemented 

during the lesson, they were all prepared according to our level and became tougher step 

by step, when we passed the higher level. Texts were all taken from the magazines and 

journals, that were published in Europe, which means all of the texts were authentic 

materials for improving the learners’ knowledge. After learning the basic grammar rules, 

it started to seem easier to acquire and my self- confidence went up every day. 
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It is undeniable true that the current situation, which is being resumed these 

days, requires acquiring as more language as an individual can. The reason for this 

situation is that, without at least a foreign language, person can not fulfill his or her 

aim completely. I have learnt the English and German languages so far, that took 2 

years to learn these languages as an excellent user. 

I commenced to study the following two languages 5 years ago, when I entered 

university for getting bachelor degree. I clearly remembered those days with huge fun, 

because I really wanted to be master of both the languages, because my study requires 

them equally and I came across with several issues at the beginning of the study 

period. As the days passed I try to resist the difficulties, which provoked during the 

learning process. I attended 4 times in a week and at the weekend we had speaking 

clubs, debates and movie time, whose initial aim was to enhance our listening and 

speaking skills. My tutor was a native speaker, whose name is Tim and handsome guy 

with huge intellect, conducted the lessons both interesting and effectively by involving 

each member of the group in the process of learning equally. As coin has both sides, 

our tutor sometimes used to make some mistakes in terms of writing because we could 

not consider like him and our opinions were contradicted to each other in different 

circumstances. To tell the truth his speech was perfect and pronunciation was 

incredible great, which inspired me to do acts like him. 

If we stared the learning process and materials, that are implemented during the 

lesson, they were all prepared according to our level and became tougher step by step, 

when we passed the higher level. Texts were all taken from the magazines and 

journals, that were published in Europe, which means all of the texts were authentic 

materials for improving the learners’ knowledge. Additionally, at the same time I had 
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to maintain both languages and it seemed unreachable at initial part, however, I 

managed to overcome fear and difficulties with the help of much effort and 

determination, which played a crucial role in my learning process. Because of their 

grammatical likeness, after learning the basic grammar rules, it started to seem easier 

to acquire and my self- confidence went up every day. As a result within 4 months I 

began to communicate these two languages with some minor grammatical mistakes, 

which were rectified by my tutor immediately at the time of speech. From my point of 

view I mastered all integrated skills as fully as I can, but the small gap can not be 

ignored. Because of not being the native speaker, chunks are my weak point, that 

sometimes appears during the communication with natives speakers. 

All in all my learning process is still resuming with great interest, because the 

language is something, that demands to revise all time and without it you may fail to 

remember some words or grammatical structures. As it is said, practice makes perfect, 

so I am always in the process of learning and practicing both the German and English 

languages. 
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